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We study the eÆ ient approximation of queries in linear onstraint databases using sampling te hniques. We de ne the notion of an almost uniform
generator for a generalized relation and extend the lassi al generator of
Dyer, Frieze and Kannan for onvex sets to the union and the proje tion
of relations. For the interse tion and the di eren e, we give suÆ ient onditions for the existen e of su h generators.
We show how su h generators give relative estimations of the volume
and approximations of generalized relations as the omposition of onvex
hulls obtained from the samples.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The onstraint database model, introdu ed by [ ℄, o ers a uniform way to handle
spatial information. This model allows the manipulation of arbitrary high dimensional geometri sets in a uni ed framework. But, as noti ed in [ ℄ and many other
papers, the omplexity of onstraint query languages behaves badly with the dimension of the geometri sets (basi ally exponentially in the dimension). In this
paper we present a general te hnique to approximate queries, based on the uniform
generation, i.e. on the generation of random points in a de nable set with a uniform
distribution. We show the relationships between uniform generation, approximate
omputation of the volume and approximation of the set de ned by a rst-order
formula. We use randomized algorithms, i.e. pro edures that su eed with a high
probability, and many papers show that only randomized algorithms an produ e
su h approximations (see [ ℄).
Uniform random sampling has many appli ations in databases: statisti al analysis, de ision support, and estimation of aggregate queries where an approximate
result is suÆ ient ([ , ℄). These methods are of primary interest for Geographi al
Information Systems (GIS), be ause many appli ations are of a statisti al nature
([ , , ℄). Sin e onstraint databases are well-suited for GIS appli ations, it is
natural to onsider sampling operations in this setting.
Algorithms that generate random points with an almost uniform distribution in a
given set are alled uniform generators and, in ase of onvex sets, an be related to
the omputation of approximate volumes in polynomial time in the dimension with a
relative error. Relative approximation ne essarily requires randomized algorithms.
We use two basi tools: the almost uniform polynomial time generator of Dyer,
Frieze and Kannan [ ℄ for a onvex set, and the approximation of a polytope by
onvex hull built from uniform samples [ ℄. We show how to obtain almost uniform
generator, approximate volumes and approximate sets for generalized relations.
Our main results are:
1. An almost uniform generator for generalized relations in DNF form and for the
proje tion of a onvex relation. In the general ase, we give a suÆ ient ondition
for the existen e of a uniform generator and for the relative approximation of the
volume.
2. A set re onstru tion method for positive existential queries.
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The use of sampling in lassi al databases has been widely studied
for the approximation of aggregate COUNT queries ([ , ℄). From the pra ti al
point of view, Olken and Rotem [ ℄ study the uniform generation from a olle tion
of spatial obje ts stored in an R-tree. They point out that their sampling algorithm
s ales up to any dimension, but they onsider sampling from one spatial obje t as a
bla k box. The volume approximation (with an additive error) of de nable sets has
been studied by Koiran, Karpinski and Ma intyre ([ , ℄) who onsidered logi al
formulas that derandomize a Monte-Carlo integration method. The problem of
designing good query languages with a volume operator and an approximate volume
operator (for an additive error) is studied by Benedikt and Libkin ([ ℄).
On lassi al dis rete domains, the uniform generation of points in an NP relation
has been studied by Jerrum, Valiant and Vazirani ([ ℄): they prove that for selfRelated work.
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redu ible NP relations the problem of approximate ounting is equivalent to the
problem of almost uniform generation. It is then natural to de ne the notion of a
uniform generator for a generalized relation and relate this notion to the approximation of the volume. In the ontinuous setting, the volume of a onvex polytope
is #P -hard to ompute in the dimension. If we onsider relative approximations,
Elekes, Barany and Furedi [ , ℄ show that any approximation algorithm must be
randomized.The rst fully polynomial approximation s heme for the volume of a
onvex body was given by Dyer, Frieze and Kannan ([ ℄). This pro edure is non
trivial and annot be a hieved with the uniform sampling in the unit ube: for example, an exponential number of trials are ne essary to obtain a single sample from
a d-dimensional sphere (the ratio of the volume of a square and a d-dimensional
sphere is ( d1d )).
In the next se tion we re all the basi de nitions of onstraint
databases and de ne the notion of an ( ; "; Æ)-uniform generator. In the third
se tion, we study the relationship between uniform generator and volume approximation. In the fourth se tion we study appli ations to the approximation of queries,
and the generalization to polynomial onstraints.
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2.

NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS

We are using standard notations of linear onstraint
databases ([ , , , , , , , , , ℄). Let U be an in nite set. We all M = hU ; i
an in nite stru ture with domain U . The set is the set of interpreted fun tions,
predi ates and onstants. We restri t our attention to linear onstraints over the
reals, i.e. onstraints asso iated to the stru ture Rlin = hR; +; ; <; 0; 1i.
A d-ary generalized tuple is a onjun tion of atomi formulas in the language of
M. A d-ary nitely representable relation is a set S  U d su h that there exists a
rst-order formula  over the language of M with:
8a 2 U ; M j= (a) if and only if a 2 S:
It is also alled a generalized relation. Sin e the stru ture Rlin admits elimination
of quanti ers, the formula  is equivalent to a quanti er-free formula. This formula
is equivalent to a disjun tive normal form, thus ea h generalized relation is a nite
union of generalized tuples. The size of a relation S is the number of symbols of
the formula de ning S .
A relational database s hema is a set of relation names fR1; : : : ; Rl g. A nitely
representable instan e is a olle tion of generalized relations fS 1; : : : ; S l g, ea h asso iated with its orresponding name in the s hema. Our query language will be
the rst-order logi over the stru ture Rlin and the database s hema, denoted by
F O + LIN . It onsists of the atomi formulas over the s hema and f+; ; <; 0; 1g,
and the natural omposition of boolean onne tives and quanti ers.
A relation S represented only by one generalized tuple over the
language of Rlin is a nite interse tion of open or losed halfspa es. This means that
this relation S is onvex. If we are given two rational numbers rinf and rsup su h
that S ontains a ball of radius rinf and is totally ontained in a ball of radius rsup ,
we say that S is a well-bounded onvex relation ([ ℄). Sin e a generalized relation
Constraint databases.
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S is represented by a nite union of generalized tuples, this is also a nite union of
onvex. We all S a well-bounded relation if all these onvex are well-bounded.
In the sequel, S will be the d-dimensional volume of the relation S . This value
is well de ned sin e all bounded nitely representable relations in F O + LIN are

measurable. Sin e we fo us on omplexity issues, we onsider sequen es of instan es:
we will denote by R the sequen e of relations (Rd)d2N, where, for ea h d, Rd has
dimension d. The union (resp. interse tion) of a nite set of sequen es S 1,. . . ,S k is
the sequen e T de ned for ea h d 2 N by Td = Sd1 [: : :[Sdk (resp. Td = Sd1 \: : :\Sdk ).
The minimum (relatively to the the volume) of a nite set of sequen jes, denoted
by min(S 1 ; : : : ; S k ), is the sequen e T su h that for ea h d 2 N, Td = Sd , where j0
the smallest element of f1; : : : ; kg su h that Sdj = mini (Sdi ), i 2 f1; : : : ; kg.
Definition 2.1. Two sequen es of relations R and S are polynomially related
(poly-related for short) if there exists a onstant k 2 N su h that, for every d 2 N:
0

0

maxf RS d ; RSd g  dk :
d

d

We will sometimes use \relation" instead of sequen e of relations when the exa t
meaning is lear from the ontext.
We shall onsider the problem of sampling
points uniformly from a relation S . Sin e the domain of Rlin is in nite, we onsider
a dis retization of S . We all a grid of step p the set Gp of points in Rd whose
oordinates are multiple of p. For a relation S  Rd , the graph indu ed by Gp on
S is the graph with verti es V = Gp \ S . Edges of this graph are pairs (a; b) 2
V  V su h that a and b are at distan e p. We use a small enough grid su h that
the number of verti es indu ed on S is losely related to the volume of S . All
approximations are relative, as in the lassi al literature on fully polynomial-time
randomized approximation s hemes (FPRAS ).
A randomized algorithm has the ability to pi k a random bit b at ea h step, and
to adapt its omputation a ording to the value of b. Hen e a given omputation
is a path in the tree of all possible random hoi es along with its orresponding
probability: both form a probability spa e . We note for short j 2R S the
random hoi e of an element in S with a pres ribed probability.
If , and " are positive reals with 0 < " < 1, we say that approximates
with ratio 1 + " if (1 + ") 1   (1 + ") . A randomized algorithm is said to
be an ("; Æ)-volume estimator for a relation S if, given 0 < "; Æ < 1 as parameters,
it omputes a value ^S su h that:
P r [^S approximates S with ratio 1 + "℄  1 Æ:
Its running time must be polynomial in the des ription size of S , 1" and ln( 1Æ ). The
ln( 1Æ ) bound on omplexity is a lassi al assumption.
Let 0 < < 1 and p su h that the value jV j:pd approximates S with ratio 1+ .
In order to avoid too small grids, we suppose that p is polynomial in and d1 . If
these two onditions are met, we all Gp a -grid for S . Ex ept for the dis retization
parameters, we use standard notions from [ ℄. A generator for S is a randomized
Generators and estimators.
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algorithm whi h generates a point uniformly in the graph indu ed on S by a -grid
for S . For several reasons, it is onvenient to onsider su h algorithms that may
su eed with high probability and may fail, i.e. stop and abandon, with a small
probability Æ. The distribution of the output is also allowed to deviate from the
uniform distribution by a little amount (pres ribed by ").
Definition 2.2.
An ( ; "; Æ)-generator is a randomized algorithm whi h, given
a relation S and real numbers 0 < "; Æ; < 1, omputes a -grid Gp and outputs
points from V = Gp \ S su h that:
1. When a omputation is su essful, for all verti es v of V ,
1 1  P r [output is v℄  (1 + ") 1 :
1 + " jV j
jV j
2. The algorithm fails with probability smaller than Æ.
3. The algorithm runs in time polynomial in the des ription size of S , d, 1" , 1
and ln Æ1 .
Noti e that ontrols the size of the grid Gp in dimension d, i.e. jV j:pd must be
an approximation of the volume of S with ratio (1 + ). The parameter " ontrols
the quality of the distribution.
A relation that possesses both a generator and a volume estimator is said to be
observable and we will often use this notion.
Given a wellbounded onvex body K by a membership ora le (i.e. an algorithm that tells if
a point belongs to the set) the Dyer-Frieze-Kannan te hnique [ ℄ rst omputes a
non-singular aÆne transformation Q that makes the body K \well-rounded". The
transformed
p body Q(K ) ontains the unit ball B and is totally ontained in a ball
of radius d(d + 1), depending only on the dimension of the spa e (this is possible
only if the onvex is well-bounded). In a se ond step, they onsider a random
walk on the graph G indu ed by a -grid on the set Q(K ), starting at the origin
vertex. This random walk is rapidly mixing: after a polynomial number of steps,
the random walk is almost uniformly distributed on all the verti es of G . Finally,
they onsider
a sequen e of onvex sets B = K0  K1  : : :  Kq = Q(K ) su h
that KKi i is bounded by a onstant (taking homotheti Ki' s is suÆ ient). The
uniform generator for ea h onvex is used to estimate ea h ratio (by a lassi al
Cherno estimator). The produ t of ea h ratio give the approximate volume of
Q(K ), thus of K .
A membership ora le for a nitely representable relation S is easy to ompute
in linear time in its des ription size: it is suÆ ient to he k ea h onstraint for the
given assignment of variables. This leads to the following fundamental result:
Uniform sampling from a

onvex and volume estimation.
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Theorem. (Dyer,Frieze,Kannan) If for ea h
bounded, then S is observable.

d

2 N , Sd is onvex and well-

For ", , Æ and S as input, the grid size p will be O( =d ). The mixing time of the
random walk is O( d" ln 1Æ ), so a random point an be generated in polynomial time.
The volume estimator, using the generator, has omplexity O( d" ln 1Æ ). Several
improvements redu e this omplexity to O(d5 ) [ ℄.
3
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3.

UNIFORM GENERATION AND VOLUME APPROXIMATION

The relationship between almost uniform generation and approximate ounting
is well studied ([ ℄). For the ontinuous setting, we will generalize the method of
[ ℄ to ombinations of observable relations.
?

?

3.1.

Boolean operations

We will de ne di erent algorithms that samples from a relation and approximate
its volume. For an observable relation S , we onsider GS = (VS ; ES ) the graph
indu ed by a -grid GS for S . We denote by ApproxGen(S; ; "; Æ) the generator
for S and by ApproxV ol(S; "; Æ) the volume estimator for S . We now study how
to ompose these operators with the union, the interse tion and the di eren e of
observable relations.
3.1.1. Union

To sample the union of observable relations, we use an argument similar to the
one given in [ ℄ for the approximation of #DNF , but in the geometri al setting.
Remark that a dire t random walk on the union is not likely to su eed, be ause
the mixing rate is not known (one an onstru t union of relations su h that the
random walk does not mix in polynomial time).
Theorem 3.1. Given observable relations S 1 ; : : : ; S m , there exists an ( ; "; Æ )Sm
?

generator for the relation T de ned by

i=1 S

i.

We will rst hoose one of the relations with probability proportional to its
volume, and hoose a random point in this relation with a uniform distribution. In
order to deal with overlapping relations and ensure that ea h point is hosen only
on e, we output the point only if it is hosen from the rst possible relation in the
natural ordering over S 1; : : : ; S m. Below is an indu tive de nition of ApproxGen
for T given algorithms ApproxGen and ApproxV ol for base relations S 1; : : : ; S m.
Algorithm 1 (ApproxGen(T; ; "; Æ )).
Repeat k times:
1. For ea hPi 2m f1; : : : ; mg, omputes ^i =ApproxV ol(Si; " ; m ).
2. Let ^ = i=1 ^i .
3. Choose a j 2R f1; : : : ; mg with probability ^^j .
4. Let x = ApproxGen(S j ; ; 3" ; 41m ).
5. If (x 62 S l) for every l < j , return x, else fail.
One of the diÆ ulties when omposing generators is the grid size. Remark that
if a relation is exponentially smaller that the others, one an onsider it empty
without modifying the approximation ratio. We then suppose that ea h of the S i's
1
3 4

have poly-related volumes. For a point x, we denote by j (x) the smallest index i
su h that S i ontains x.
Proof. We must verify the onstru tion of the grid and the three onditions of
de nition .
To onstru t the greatest ommon grid G of all the GSi , one an extend the
uniform generator of ea h S i to this grid. SSinm e the S i 's are poly-related, the
resulting grid size is not too small. Let VT = i=1 VSi be the verti es of the graph
indu ed by G on T .
Let i = Si and  = Pmi=1 i . The algorithm ApproxGen may fail be ause of
probabilisti steps and the test in (5). Let us rst suppose that ea h step su eeds
and that a point x is returned. The only way to return this parti ular x is that
step (3) produ es a j equal to j (x). The probability that this parti ular relation is
hosen is ^j^x . The point x is drawn from S j(x) by ApproxGen with probability

^j x 1
1
1

^j x . So the output probability of x is ^ ^j x , whi h approximates  with ratio
(1 + 3" )3  (1 + "). This gives the desired almost uniform distribution.
The algorithm is unreliable at steps (1), (4) and (5). For step (1) and (4) we
hoose a failure probability Æ0 = 41m . For step (5), let x0 a point in VT . Let N be
the number of di erent VSi ontaining x0 . There is at most N distin t pairs (j; x0 )
that an be produ ed by the algorithm at step (3) and (4), ea h with the same
probability. But only one leads to an a epting state (i.e. pair (j (x0 ); x0)). So for
any x0 , the su ess probability of step (5) is N1 , whi h is bigger than m1 .
The total failure probability is smaller than 2Æ0 +1 m1 = 1 21m . Considering k
su essive exe utions of this algorithm, the overall failure probability is smaller than
(1 21m )k . Sin e (1 21m )k  e km , repeating the whole algorithm k = 2m: ln( 1Æ )
times gives a general failure probability smaller than parameter Æ.
The total omplexity of this algorithm is bounded by m ln 1Æ times the omplexity
of steps (1) and (4). They are both polynomial in d, and 1" by hypothesis. The whole
algorithm is then polynomial in m, d, 1" , 1 and ln( 1Æ ).
??
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Given well-bounded observable relations S 1 ; : : : ; S m , there exists
i
an ("; Æ)-volume estimator for the relation T de ned by m
i=1 S .
Theorem 3.2.

Let B0 be the inner ball of S 1, and B1 the ball en losing all S i's. We
apply the same volume estimation method as in the onvex ase, but now using
the generator from the union. Noti e that the des ription size of relations S 1,. . . ,S m
and B1 's radius are related by a linear fun tion.
Proof.

Corollary 3.1.

Well-bounded observable relations are losed under nite union.

3.1.2. Interse tion.
Consider T as the interse

tion of the observable relations S 1, S 2; :::; S m. The
situation is more omplex as the interse tion may be exponentially smaller than
the smallest S i , in whi h ase we will neither have a uniform generator nor an
approximation of the volume.

Proposition 3.1.
min S 1 ; : : : ; S m are

(

)

The relation T de ned as
poly-related.

T =1 S
m
i

i

is observable if T and

Compute the approximate volumes of S 1; :::; S m. Choose j su h that
has the smallest volume. Use the generator for S j and he k whether the points
are in S 1; :::S j 1; S j+1 ; :::; S m. If there are, output them, otherwise iterate the
pro ess.
We obtain a ( ; "; Æ)-uniform generator for T : the -grid of S j is a -grid for T
be ause T and S j are poly-related. The previous generator is an ( ; "; Æ)-generator.
After some polynomial time, we almost surely obtain points in T and their onvex hull ontains a ball of radius rmin . The set T is almost uniformly generated and well bounded: its volume an be approximated by the te hnique of [ ℄.
Noti e that a SAT instan e an be en oded in the following geometri way : with
ea h literal x (resp. x), we asso iate the onstraint 34 < x < 1 (resp. 0 < x < 41 ). A
disjun tion is the nite union of su h onstraints, de ning a nite union of onvex
sets, whi h are observable. A SAT instan e is nally represented as the interse tion
of su h observable sets.
Sin e relative volume approximation an be used to de ide emptiness of a geometri set, an ("; Æ)-volume estimator for the general interse tion would yield a
polynomial-time algorithm for the SAT problem. Hen e, the restri tion on the
relative size of T is ne essary.
Sj

Proof.

?

3.1.3. Di eren e.

Consider the di eren e of two observable sets S 1 and S 2. It is neither onne ted
nor onvex in general but may still be observable.
Proposition 3.2.

The relation T de ned as the di eren e of two observable

relations S 1 and S 2 is observable if the size of T and S 1 are poly-related.

Consider the generator for S 1 where we only output points whi h
are not in S 2. The generator sele ts the -grid of S 1. Be ause T is relatively
large, we almost surely obtain points in T after some polynomial time and their
onvex hull ontains a ball of radius rmin . The set T is almost uniformly generated: we obtain an ( ; "; Æ)-uniform generator and a ("; Æ)-volume estimator.
Proof.

3.2.

Proje tion

Suppose we have a generator for a onvex relation S  Rd , and let x = (x1 ; : : : ; xd)
a uniformly generated point in S . Then the point y = (x2 ; : : : ; xd) belongs to T ,
the proje tion of S a ording to the rst oordinate. But y is not uniform in T , as
shown in the following gure:

x

x1
x2

y
C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

C7

C8

In this example, d = 2, and C1 to C8 denote the ylinders indu ed by a -grid
for S . If a point x = (x1 ; x2 ) is drawn uniformly on a grid for S , it is more likely
to appear in the ylinder C5 than in the smaller C1 . Its proje tion y = (x2 ) on
the se ond oordinate is not uniform in T . It is then ne essary to ompensate
this e e t: we reje t y with probability proportional to the volume of the ylinder
ontaining x, whi h an itself be omputed by the previous algorithms.
Theorem 3.3.

observable.

The relation T de ned by proje tion of a onvex relation S is

If S has a very elongated form, it an be \well-rounded" (i.e. mapped into a
sphere by an aÆne transform). Then the volume of T and S are related. Given a
subset I of oordinates and a point y in T , let HS (y) be the ylinder of points whose
proje tion on oordinates in I is exa tly y. We onsider the following generator for
the proje tion:
(T; I;

Algorithm 2 (ApproxGen

; "; Æ)).

1. Repeat k times:
2. Choose x = ApproxGen(S; ; 3" ; 121 ).
3. Let y be the proje tion of x on the oordinates in I .
4. Compute h^ = ApproxV ol(HS (y); "; 121 ).
5. Return y with probability 21h^ , else fail.
Proof. One an use the proje tion of a -grid for S as a -grid for T .
Let ^ be the volume of S and suppose that ea h probabilisti step of the algorithm
su eeds. A point y 2 T is returned if step (2) generates a point x 2 HS (y), and
step (5) a epts. The rst event o urs with probability h^^ , where h^ is the volume
of HS (y). Step (5) a epts with probability h^1 , so the overall probability is 1^ . This
is almost uniform with ratio (1 + ")3  (1 + 8").
The algorithm is unreliable on step (2) and (4) with probability 121 . Sin e the
grid size p is equal to d "= and that HS (y) ontains at least one point of the grid,
the last step su eeds with probability at least 2d"= .= Following the union algorithm
in se tion , repeating the whole algorithm k = d " ln( Æ1 ) times gives the desired
su ess probability.
Sin e the proje tion of the inner (resp. en losing) balls of S is an inner (resp.
en losing) ball for T , the volume of T an be approximated by the te hnique of Dyer,
Frieze and Kannan.
3 2
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4.

APPLICATIONS

We rst onsider the uniform sampling of a relation de ned by a DNF formula.
We then show how to use the general te hnique to approximate queries. Finally,
we mention the generalization to polynomial onstraints.

DNF
The DNF -representation is the lassi al internal format for implemented onstraint database systems. A relation S is then a nite union of onvex sets S i. One
an use dire tly the Dyer-Frieze-Kannan generator from [ ℄ for ea h onvex and
use our algorithm for the union. This yields a top-level sampling pro edure for any
query but we rely on the lassi al symboli methods to obtain the DNF form. The
sampling algorithm is polynomial in the dimension.
If the S i are disjoint, sampling and estimating volume be omes easy. But the deompositions of a relation into disjoint onvex omponents be omes exponentially
harder with the dimension (mostly be ause the algorithms begins with a triangulation).
4.1.

Sampling in relations represented by a

formula

?

4.2.

Re onstru tion of queries

We onsider the problem of re onstru ting a de nable relation from samples. In
the lassi al approa h to onstraint spatial databases, one manipulates relations in
a symboli way: starting with an arbitrary rst-order formula, one rst needs to
eliminate quanti ers and this is known to be hard. In order to obtain an asymptoti speed-up for queries over high dimensional relations, we would like to avoid
symboli omputations. If we have an almost uniform generator, we may be able
to approximate a query whi h de nes a relation S , i.e. write formulas that de ne
a relation S^ su h that the volume of the symmetri di eren e will be small.
Definition 4.1. A ("; Æ )-estimator for a
S is a randomized algorithm
su h that, given 0 < "; Æ < 1 as parameters:
1. The algorithm produ es the des ription of a relation S^ that approximates S
with failure probability smaller than Æ, i.e.:
Pr[(S S^)  (1 + ")(S )℄  Æ;
relation

where S S^ = (S S^) [ (S^ S ) denotes the symmetri di eren e between S and S^.
2. The algorithm uses only point membership queries in S .
Noti e that the previous generators require only point membership queries. We
distinguish the ase of onvex sets from the general ase.
4.2.1. Convex sets

The basi tool is a result from [ ℄: If we have a uniform generator for a onvex
polytope S , then the onvex hull of N uniformly generated points approximates
the set S with r verti es, with ratio 1 + (d)rdd lndN N .
?

1

2

If N is in O( "44dr2dd 2 ln 1Æ ), the onvex hull of N samples uniformly
generated in a onvex polytope S with r verti es is an "-approximation of S with
failure probability smaller than Æ.
2 2

Lemma 4.1.

Proof. Let N be the number of random generated points in a onvex relation S
with volume S and r verti es. By the result from [ ℄, we know that the expe ted
volume E [V ℄ of the onvex hull of these points is su h that:
?

S (1

rd lnd 1 N
(d)d 2 N )  E [V ℄  S :

For big enough N , lndN N  p1N . Taking N = d 4dr d " ensure that jS
2 2

1

2(

"

S:

2

2) 2

E

[V ℄j 

We now repeat this random pro ess t times, and onsider V1 ; : : : ; Vt the volume
of the orresponding onvex hulls. The Convex hull C of allPthese
points is larger
t
Vi
i
than ea h of the Vi , parti ularly larger than the mean St = t . Applying the
Cherno bound, we know that:
=1

Pr

[j St

S

[V ℄ j  a℄  1 2e


E

2a2 :t

S

Furthermore, St  C  S In order to obtain jC E [V ℄j  2" S , we take a = 2" .
Then jC S j  "S , and the desired su ess probability is realized with t =
1 1
" ln Æ .
Noti e however that one has to e e tively ompute the onvex hull of these N
random points, whi h is known to be an exponential pro ess in the dimension
(roughly O(N b d ))([ ℄). Consider now the relation T de ned by the query  on an
observable onvex relation S in dimension d + e:
2

2

?

(x1 ; : : : ; xe )  9xe+1 9xe+2 : : : 9xe+d R(x1 ; : : : ; xd+e )

The query  expresses a proje tion on a e-dimensional subspa e of Rd+e . Its
standard implementation in onstraint
databases is the Fourier-Motzkin algorithm
([ ℄) whose omplexity isdO(22k ), where k is the number of proje ted variables.
In our example, this is 22 . In order to get an asymptoti speed-up, onsider the
following algorithm:
?

Algorithm 3.

1. Generate N random points uniformly in the proje tion of S
with the proje tion generator.
2. Form the onvex hull of these points.
Proposition 4.1. An ("; Æ )-estimation of the relation T de ned by 
e
obtained in O(2 :poly(d + e)) omputation steps.
2

an be

Step is polynomial in d+e (and "; ln Æ1 ) if it uses our proje tion generator. Step takes exponential time, by any lassi al onvex hull omputation, but in
the resulting dimension e.
Proof.

??

??

4.2.2. General sets

The set de ned by a rst-order formula may not be onvex. We show how to
generalize the previous approa h: we will only guarantee the approximation of the
result when we an ompute an approximate volume. Consider a simple example
where R1; R2; R3 are given well-bounded onvex relations in dimension 2. Let T be
the relation de ned by the formula 9z[(R1(x; z) ^ R2(z; y)) _ R4(x; z)℄
An approximation of the result ould be obtained by taking the onvex hull
C1 of (R1 (x; z ) ^ R2 (z; y)) using the uniform generator for the interse tion and
proje ting it on z into C10 . Similarly we ould ompute the onvex hull C2 of
R4 (x; z ) using the Dyer-Frieze-Kannan uniform generator for R4 and proje t it on
z into C20 . The result would be the union of C10 and C20 but we would not guarantee
the approximation be ause the simple proje tion of a uniform generator is not
ne essarily uniform. We would also ompute onvex hulls in dimension 3 whi h is
not ne essary. We an modify our pro edure as follows:
T ).
9z (R1 (x; z ) ^ R2 (z; y))

Algorithm 4 (Guaranteed approximation of

1. Generate uniform points in
( ombining the uniform generation for the interse tion and
the proje tion), and take their onvex hull D1.
2. Generate uniform points in 9zR4(x; z) and take their
onvex hull D2.
3. The result is the union of D1 and D2.
In order to generate points uniformly in 9z(R1(x; z) ^ R2(z; y)) we still need the
ondition: R1 and R2 are poly-related. Noti e that the approximation of D1 and
of D2 is now guaranteed be ause we sele t N uniform points in a polytope. The
impli it approa h for the general re onstru tion of an existential positive formula
is the following algorithm:
Algorithm 5 (Guaranteed approximation of an existential positive
formula

).

1. Write the formula as the disjun
tion of
onjun tions and proje tions: Wi 'i where
ea h 'i is built from atomi formulas by onjun tion
and existential quanti ation.
2. Generate uniform points in the sets de ned by
ea h 'i (with the te hniques of the previous se tion)
and take their onvex hull Di.
3. The result is the union of the Di .

W

Let be an existential positive formula equivalent to i 'i where
'i is obtained by onjun tion and proje tion. For ea h onstraint database, if there
is a uniform generator for the set de ned by ea h formula 'i , then the set de ned
by the algorithm 4 is an ("; Æ)-estimator for the set de ned .
Theorem 4.1.

Proof. Apply the proje tion te hnique to the interse tion of onvex sets in order
to obtain uniform generators for the sets de ned by ea h 'i . Applying the previous
method for onvex sets, we obtain an ("; Æ)-estimator for the set de ned by 'i .
The union of the estimates is also an ("; Æ)-estimator for the set de ned by .
In a ase of a negation (or di eren e), we may still get a uniform generator but
the re onstru tion is more diÆ ult, sin e onvexity is lost.
4.3.

Polynomial

onstraints

The Dyer-Frieze-Kannan generator supposes only the existen e of a membership
ora le for a onvex set. This ora le an be easily omputed for generalized relations
given by polynomial onstraints if they are onvex (the onjun tion of polynomial
onstraints does not ne essarily de ne a onvex set.)
Our generators and volume estimators for the union, interse tion, di eren e and
proje tion do not rely on the linearity and will generalize to polynomial observable
sets.
Re onstru tion of onvex sets de ned by polynomials involves ompli ated te hniques like interpolation. But if one a epts a good approximation by a simple
polytope (i.e. a set de ned by linear-only inequations), our previous re onstru tion
method an be onsidered.
Let Gp be a -grid for a onvex set S . The Dyer-Frieze-Kannan estimator approximates the size of a set V = Gp \ S , by generating almost uniform points in
V . Consider now the polytope hull(V ), de ned as the onvex hull of points in
V . Clearly, the estimator does not distinguish between S and hull(V ), and their
volume are losely related.
Hen e, if hull(V ) has a given number of verti es r, one an use the algorithm of
lemma to approximate the onvex S by a onvex polytope.
Lemma 4.2. If r = poly (d; 1" ), the relation estimator for hull(V ) is a relation
??

estimator for S .

We suspe t that for smooth onvex bodies de ned by polynomial onstraints of
xed degree, r always satis es the previous onditions.
5.

CONCLUSION

We studied how to approximate queries in onstraint databases with the use
of random sampling. We showed how to ombine the basi uniform generator of
Dyer-Frieze-Kannan for onvex sets with the lassi al logi al operators. We obtain
uniform generators for the union and the proje tion of onvex sets and gave a
suÆ ient ondition for the interse tion and the di eren e.
A uniform generator also yields a method to approximate the volume in polynomial time and gives a general method to approximate queries as a ombination

of onvex hulls. The algorithms for the uniform generation and for the volume are
randomized and polynomial in the size of the parameters. The re onstru tion of a
d-ary query is also exponential in d=2.
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